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Windows Sysinternals - Free Tools for Windows Over 150 Free Tools for Windows
available on the Internet - You can't possibly know them all. SigChecker - A quick, free
utility for checking for standard error strings (sigxxx) - Are your programs doing any of
this? UserPin - A simple utility for changing the default Windows password. - Useful for
certain people who want to continue being able to use their PCs, while still having a new,
strong password. MemoryMap - When your computer freezes, your only recourse is to
restart it - but it isn't your fault, right? Why let Windows decide? Sysinternals - Free Tools
for Windows - You can't possibly know them all. Protect32 - An Internet Download
Manager that keeps your downloads secure, backed up and password protected. - Protect32
allows you to lock a document, browse securely through a list of Web links and keep your
file password protected when you open it. SelectFromList - A utility for obtaining
information about installed software. It provides an easy way to get information about
installed programs such as the application name, the version of the program, and a version
number for both the application and the operating system. It will also indicate whether the
program is genuine. Search Microsoft - This utility allows you to search for files on your
computer from a Web browser. - It is a simple utility that allows users to search and
retrieve information from the Microsoft Web site. UFT8Converter - Convert text files into
various Word Processing file formats: TXT, TCR, RTF, DOC, DOCX, EML, EPUB,
HTML, JAVA, PDF, XLS, and XLSX. Windows Internet Explorer - Basic IE features Creating a Favorites List, Indexing, Location Bar, and Cookies - Using some of the
advanced features such as Plugins, Frames and Favorites - Basic HTML Viewing Accessing favorites and the history in an Internet Explorer compatible browser.
WindowSwitcher - Bring your open programs back to your desktop with WindowSwitcher.
- Making our PC more efficient and more usable. StreamAlert - Keeps track of your
bandwidth usage - Getting charged by your ISP for bandwidth is annoying and potentially
expensive. - StreamAlert keeps track of your bandwidth usage and keeps track of your bills
without requiring you to download any software to your PC. SysInspect - SysInspect gives
you detailed information about your system. - It is useful for
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* Free and easy to use with simple interface * Appear on the end of Windows taskbar as
icon * Ability to restart, lock, logoff, hibernate or shutdown the computer * Ability to set
different keyboard shortcuts for each action * Option to force a system shutdown if it
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hangs due to a low memory situation * Option to set a power policy to save power and
extend the runtime of the computer * Option to change the default shutdown and restart
times * Option to change the default shutdown and restart screens * Option to change the
default shutdown sounds * Option to change the default shutdown screens * Option to
change the default Shutdown/Restart screen animations and transition images * Ability to
change Shutdown/Restart wait screen timeout * Option to enable/disable the acpid
background service * Option to boot Windows in fail-safe mode * Ability to change
background wallpaper and scroll wallpaper images * Ability to disable shutdown wallpaper
screen * Ability to change the startup wallpaper * Ability to change the shutdown
wallpaper * Ability to change the lock screen wallpaper * Ability to change the hibernate
wallpaper * Ability to change the standby wallpaper * Ability to change the logoff
wallpaper * Ability to change the logoff transition image * Ability to change the lock
screen transition image * Ability to change the lock screen background image * Ability to
change the lock screen background image (Fullscreen) * Ability to change the logoff
transition screen transition image * Ability to change the logoff transition screen transition
image (Fullscreen) * Option to include or exclude the specified apps when auto start
applications upon system startup * Option to include or exclude the specified apps when
auto start applications at system start up * Option to include or exclude the specified apps
when auto start applications upon system shutdown * Ability to include or exclude the
specified apps when auto start applications upon system shutdown * Option to include or
exclude the specified apps when auto start applications upon system logoff * Ability to
include or exclude the specified apps when auto start applications upon system logoff *
Ability to lock the logoff screen * Ability to unlock the logoff screen * Ability to lock the
logoff screen (Fullscreen) * Ability to unlock the logoff screen (Fullscreen) * Ability to
lock the logoff screen (Fullscreen) * Ability to unlock the logoff screen (Fullscreen) *
Option to enable the "Lock screen" or "Logoff screen" option 09e8f5149f
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Simple and easy to use application. Change shutdown/logoff/hibernate/lock/standby
options from within Windows and get information from any websites on
shutdown/restart/logoff/hibernate/lock/standby. Save shutdown button on your Windows
desktop to an easy-to-open context menu. Keyboard shortcut allows you to run
shutdown/logoff/hibernate/lock/standby from Windows. Program will automatically exit
any application that is not responding to the user message. Features ● New: Option to
Shutdown and restart by pressing a defined combination of keys on a keyboard. ● New:
Easily "hide" the shutdown button from your Windows desktop. ● New: Options to
shutdown/restart/hibernate/lock/standby will be displayed in the context menu when rightclicking the shutdown button. ● New: Provides all shutdown/restart/hibernate/lock/standby
and shutdown/logoff options inside the Win + X option in the context menu on Windows.
● New: Windows Aero style shutdown/logoff/hibernate/lock/standby buttons in the
context menu on Windows when right-clicking the shutdown button. ● New:
Shutdown/logoff/hibernate/lock/standby button can be placed on Windows desktop. ●
New: Provides "Shut Down Windows" dialog in the context menu on Windows when rightclicking the shutdown button. ● New: Works in any Windows version from XP to
Windows 7. ● New: Option to logoff from within Windows. ● New: Option to switch
between English and Russian language ● New: Support for Intel and AMD CPUs ● New:
Logoff/Shutdown/Restart/Lock/Standby options in "Start-Shutdown" dialog in Windows
Vista/7. ● New: Standby option in Windows 7. ● New: Can be used as USB-based hotkey
device. ● Improved: Run and stay in system tray ● Improved: Fixed bug in the
Startup/Shutdown menu in Windows 7. ● Improved: Option to save
shutdown/logoff/hibernate/lock/standby menu in Windows 7. ● Improved: Loading of
shutdown/restart/hibernate/lock/standby options in the textboxes. ● Improved: Improved
keyboard shortcut registration. ● Improved: Fixed bug with exception

What's New In?
- Shutdown procedure isn't hard anymore - User can restart, lock, hibernate, lock/standby,
logoff, shutdown the PC - User can lock and logoff from the same context menu Keyboard shortcut for shutdown, hibernate, logoff and standby - User can shutdown
without going through the shutdown screens - Standby option allows to wake up PC by
pressing windows + S keyboard shortcut - Standby option can be set as a double-click
shortcut (if the PC is wakeup there's no pressing twice) - Reworked hibernate - Standby
screen is completly customizable - Standby screen allows to keep the PC locked and shut
down - Standby screen can be set as a keyboard shortcut - Set logoff option (only for
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Windows Vista) - Set logoff option (only for Windows 7) - Set logoff option (only for
Windows 8) - Set logoff option (only for Windows 10) - Automatic logoff option (for
Windows 8 only) - Automatic logoff option (for Windows 10 only) - Standby feature (only
for Windows 7) - Standby feature (only for Windows 8) - Standby feature (only for
Windows 10) - Reworked user interface (previously, the icons weren't visible) - Standby
screen is also customizable - Standby screen allows to keep the PC locked and shut down Standby screen can be set as a keyboard shortcut Author's review Make the computer sleep
if you don't need it DirectShutDown is a free and easy-to-use utility that can be used to
make your computer sleep or hibernate (stop its program activity and turn off its power) if
you don't need it. You can set a keyboard shortcut for any action you need just to click it
with the right mouse button to view the context menu. When DirectShutDown is running,
icon appears on the taskbar on the end opposite the "Start" button. You can set a keyboard
shortcut for any action - shutdown, reboot, logoff, standby or hibernate (suspend the
operating system to RAM). Also, DirectShutDown will automatically terminate
applications if they are not responding making shutdowns both quicker and safer.
DirectShutDown will allow to skip annoying shutdown screens like "Shut Down Windows"
screen in Windows 2003. DirectShutDown allows to shutdown
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System Requirements For DirectShutdown:
Minimum: OS: 64-bit version of Windows XP/Vista/7, Vista Service Pack 1 or later 64-bit
version of Windows XP/Vista/7, Vista Service Pack 1 or later Processor: Dual core
Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU T5500 @ 2.10GHz or faster Dual core Intel(R) Core(TM)2
Duo CPU T5500 @ 2.10GHz or faster RAM: 4 GB 4 GB Hard Disk: 400 MB free space
400 MB free space Video
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